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Growing Matters was formally constituted as a charity in July 2017. We have a 
25-year lease on the Walled Garden from the Sir David Kinloch Trust. In July 
2017 the SCIO Gilmerton Kitchen Garden that had operated since 2016 was 
dissolved, and all its assets transferred to Growing Matters.  
 
Our charitable aims are 

• The advancement of education. 
• The relief of those in need by reasons of age, ill-health, disability, financial 

hardship or other disadvantage. 
 
We seek to fulfill our charitable aims by 

• Providing opportunities for learning horticultural and other traditional 
skills appropriate to working in a walled garden. 

• Encouraging volunteering, particularly amongst groups vulnerable to 
poor mental health and those who need to keep active. 

• Supporting individuals seeking to strengthen their physical and mental 
health through the practice of gardening. 

• Encouraging our volunteers to develop their social, communication and 
craft skills, and to contribute to the development of therapeutic 
gardening. 

 
Board of Trustees 
Mel Kinloch (Chair) 
Di Walker (Treasurer) 
Di Simcock (Secretary) 
David Kinloch 
Charlie Jacholke 
June Tainsh 
 
The main activities through which we met our objectives in 2017/2018 were 
 

• Regular twice-weekly Volunteer sessions in the walled garden, 
supported by June Tainsh, our Volunteer Development worker. A 
variety of opportunities were provided, including horticultural tasks, 
coffee breaks, and participation in discussions. During our first year as a 
charity we provided two three-hourly volunteer sessions a week, except 
during January 2018, and during very inclement weather. On average, 
around 5 - 8 volunteers attended all or part of each session. New 
volunteers were provided with an induction to the garden, including 
health and safety advice and an explanation of our ethos.  

 
• Once-weekly Seeds of Change Horticultural Therapy sessions 

supported by our Volunteer Development worker, in which 
participants could provide feedback about which activities were helpful, 
and could take a role in shaping the development of courses in the future. 

Volunteers: 
Blue Hesse 
Helen Marrocco 
Jerry Simcock 
Diana Simcock 
Helen Hinnigan 
 
 

 
John Maule   Lawrence Hawkings 
Gary Biggar   Susan Moffat 
Anne Hunter   Steve Wilson 
Jamie Halpin   Chris Thomas 
Liz Addie   Clare Devereux 
Harald Vox   Angela Barnacle 
 
 



Meditation and mindfulness were part of the therapeutic environment as 
was the relaxed enjoyment of the garden. After the first Horticultural 
Therapy course concluded in July 2018, it was decided that the 
established group could continue on a peer-support basis. 

 
 

• The provision, on 22nd February 2018, of a one-day tutored Willow 
Weaving Workshop, attended by seven volunteers, during which 
traditional basket making skills were taught. These skills will be 
developed through further workshop sessions, using our first crop of 
willow from the beds we had established during 2016/2017. 

               
 

 
 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

During 2018 the willow cuttings we 
had planted grew into sturdy 
plants, despite being nibbled by 
rabbits over the winter. We 
protected them with tree guards 
after the rabbit set back, and they 
came back well.  
 

 
 

The Willow Workshop led to several 
baskets being made for use in the 
garden. These are useful for 
gathering our produce and displaying 
it for sale, so we hope to make more 
as our skills improve. Further 
workshops are planned, and 
donations to the garden will enable 
us to pay for some expert tuition. 
 

 
 



 
 

• The development of a Steering Group consisting of five volunteers to 
manage horticultural tasks within the garden. Members of the group 
took on this responsibility in July after the departure of our volunteer 
development worker.  The Steering Group shared out tasks and organized 
an Open Day. They communicated with each other between volunteer 
sessions using Loomio, an online tool for group decision-making. 

 
 

• Since August 2017 we have welcomed 18 volunteers into the garden. 
Ten volunteers contribute regularly to the practical gardening sessions; 
others have provided help with administrative back up, or have given 
specialist input in bee keeping, construction and photography.  Two 
volunteers have left us to take up employment, but remain in contact and 
follow events on our Facebook page. 

 

                                      
 
 
 

• Heritage Fruit Garden. In 2018 we were granted £3,000 from Finnis 
Scott for the development of our fruit garden. Volunteers had already laid 
out an extensive area, (partly funded by Tesco Bags of Help), preparing 
soil and planting raspberries, strawberries, apples, gooseberries and 
other fruit bushes.  They had the opportunity to learn about the 
management of a fruit garden through practical engagement; weeding, 
tying in, cropping and pruning when appropriate.  Practical sessions on 
summer and winter pruning for apple trees were provided by June, our 
Volunteer Development Worker. The fruit garden produced a moderate 
crop of strawberries and summer raspberries in 2018; autumn 
raspberries cropped consistently later in the year. 

 



                            
     Working in the four acre garden gives us plenty of exercise. 
 
 

         
 
                     A great crop of tomatoes and chilies was raised in the poly tunnel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



• Volunteer Hut.  Money received from East Lothian Council Start Up 
Enterprise Fund was used to purchase a flat packed hut. Volunteers 
worked together on the task of assembling and finishing the hut, making 
it water tight and installing the windows. We have been able to meet for 
coffee in the hut, shelter from the rain, and have steering group meetings, 
as well as providing a useful space for Horticultural Therapy sessions. We 
have been donated gardening books for our library shelves in the hut, and 
have established a resource base within which we can have training 
sessions in the future. 

 

                                   
 

               
 
               

                     
 
 
 
 

Installing the hut brought volunteers 
together to cooperate on a variety of 
tasks. Some of the instructions for the flat 
pack kit were missing or hard to interpret, 
so we fell back on the expertise of several 
of our team who had prior experience. The 
rest of us provided willing hands and 
learned some skills in the process. We used 
the hut for group meetings and tea breaks.  
Later in the summer we were able to 
gather outside the hut and enjoy the 
sunshine.  



 
• We developed the range of plants grown in the garden, laying out 

shrub borders, stocking them with a mix of donated and bought-in plants. 
Volunteers raised perennials from seed and planted them out in our 
permanent flower garden, offering the flowers free to the local village 
church, and on a PYO basis, for a donation, to people visiting the garden. 

 

               
 

• Wild Flower meadow. This was cultivated, using our re-conditioned 
rotovator. It is to be broadcast with annual flower seeds to create a 
meadow, increasing the bio-diversity of our site and providing forage for 
pollinators. We continued to host beehives, supported by John Chaundler 
an experienced beekeeper. 

 
Summary 
 
Between August 2017 and July 2018, we grew as a charitable organization. 
During 2017/2018 we used grant funding to establish an infrastructure that will 
provide a well-resourced working space for our volunteers. We have attracted 
volunteers from Athelstaneford and surrounding villages, from Haddington, and 
from Edinburgh. We are conscious that both horticultural and social experiences 
are important aspects of our work, and that several volunteers have made good 
friendships through their volunteering with us.  
 
Although we need to recruit more trustees with skills that will further enhance 
our capacity for good governance, we have developed a space within the walled 
garden providing excellent support for our volunteers as they seek to improve 
and maintain physical, mental and emotional well-being. We initiated Seeds of 
Change, our gardening therapy  group, and look forward to developing it. 
 
What we would like to do in the future: to complete the orchard by planting 
more heritage apple trees; to extend the fruit and flower garden; to create a 
woodland walk ; to replace the dilapidated lean-to store with a new one; to 
attract funding for a paid volunteer coordinator and recruit more volunteers. 

The perennial flower garden was very 
productive. Lupins, delphiniums, 
hollyhocks,  penstemons, rudbeckia, 
oriental poppies, and gypsophila were 
grown from seed by volunteers and 
planted out in early summer.  Inter-
planted with annual cosmos, calendula, 
and sweet peas, the perennials were still 
flowering away into autumn. 
 
We are inspired to think that we may be 
able to develop a small business supplying 
local outlets with freshly cut flowers, 
thereby giving volunteers some added 
experience, and receiving income that can 
be fed back into the charity. 
 



 
 
         Growing Matters was awarded its first certificate from It’s Your Neighbourhood 
               Diana went to Stirling to collect the certificate and to meet other entrants.  
 
 
                                  

 
 
Although sad to lose June on her appointment to Helmsley Walled garden, we are glad that 
she continues as a Trustee for our charity, supporting our future work at Growing Matters. 
 



 
 


